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For information about permission to reproduce selections from this ebook, please email 
hello@skinutritious.com for your inquiries.

Skinutritious Inc and all content herein, is the intellectual property of Skinutritious Inc., and 
is protected by the United States trademark and copyright law.

You may not remove any trademark, copywrite, or other notice from the content. You 
may not market or sell the content or any derivative works based on the content. By 
making your download, you agree to abide by these terms and by Skinutritious’ Terms and 
Conditions. Skinutritious reserves the right to pursue legal remedies against you for any 
violations.

Disclaimer: The information within is based entirely on my own personal experience as a 
specialist in clearing skin over the past decade. However, I am not a doctor and this is not 
a good substitute for hiring a medical professional, so make sure you consult with your 
doctors before proceeding. What is included here are expressions of my professional 
experience and opinion based on working directly with clients one-on-one for the past 
decade. I cannot guarantee any outcomes for your individual case. Follow this advise at 
your own risk and free will. 

Skin Nutritious
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I am so grateful you have downloaded this guide to gain meaningful advice on 

choosing the right products for your skin. When I had acne, it was so challenging 

for me to figure out what advice to take and which products would work. Looking 

back, I see many places where I wasted money on skincare that was not helping 

and advice that was inaccurate for my skin. 

The lack of education and clarity in the skincare market coupled with the current 

trends towards natural oils are leading acne sufferers to use less toxic chemicals, 

but more clogged pores and no sign of clearing breakouts – dang!

If you have acne, chances are you too have tried dozens of different products 

without full success and are still struggling with breakouts. I want that to change, 

and I want to do so by providing free education on how I help my clients make 

informed decisions about skincare. 

My intention in this guide is to openly share some of my knowledge with you 

regarding acne skincare and to deepen your understanding of what works and 

what doesn’t for your unique skin type. 

No matter your background, genetics, age, or gender, you can have clear skin 

without prescriptions. I know this because after a decade of struggling with daily 

acne, I am living 10+ years with clear skin and help my clients do it every day too. 

Knowledge is power, and it is my hope that you feel more empowered after this 

read.

Welcome!

NUTRITIONIST + ESTHETICIAN

FOUNDER OF SKIN NUTRITIOUS

Elise M ay
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 Our skin is one of the few places we can see a physical manifestation of our inner health. If 
our body is healthy, we feel good and look good living in it. If our body is hurting, our skin 
can show symptoms such as redness, dryness, flaking, itchiness, or pimples. There are six 
main ways the skin shows inflammation and imbalance – acne, rosacea, eczema, psoriasis, 
hives, and dermatitis. Most people do not experience all of these, but a select few do 
based on their genetic predisposition. 

 Acne is most often triggered by hormonally imbalanced diet + lifestyle factors. As such, 
skincare cannot resolve acne 100% by itself. But skincare can help our breakouts heal faster 
and if we do make a mistake in our diets (conscious or unconscious), the right skincare can 
help cushion the fall, making our breakouts less severe and move along quicker.

 Most advice we receive about skincare is designed for the general public. “Pore-minimizing,” 
“glowing,” “anti-aging” – though great goals, they don’t mean the product is designed to 
clear breakouts or is acne-safe. 

Acne skincare is unique and requires a deeper level of knowledge to make informed product 
decisions. Also, there are more than 120 pore-clogging ingredients that people with acne must 
vigilantly avoid. Most sales reps, beauty advisors, even estheticians, and dermatologists are 
not aware of these ingredients. Though well-meaning, they may suggest products that can 

worsen acne.

 Acne is a symptom of high androgen hormonal imbalance in the body. Androgen hormones 
such as testosterone are increased beyond the body’s normal levels by certain diet and 
lifestyle triggers. The body is using acne as a messenger to let you know what needs 
correcting. Treating acne is mostly an inside job because pimples are a physical manifesta-
tion of the harm and imbalance our bodies are experiencing on the inside. The body is a 
beautiful and powerful machine, very capable of healing itself when we support it to do so 

in the right ways.

Your skin is often a reflection of what 
is happening inside your body.

The right skincare helps us 
heal quicker + cushions our falls.

Skincare advice for acne is unique and
different from advice for the general public.

Acne is a sign of high androgen hormones.



Examining 
Your Skincare 

Products
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Creating a skincare regimen is a unique task for every individual, but even more so if you 
have acne. When creating a regimen for my clients, I always start by asking them their goal. 
For the sake of this booklet, I am assuming your goal is to be acne-free and have clear skin. 

As you learn about these steps, there are some exercises to help you examine your 
skin care products. Be open to change your skincare to work better for you and avoid 
marketing traps. So let us begin!

THERE ARE THREE MAIN POINTS TO CONSIDER WHEN CREATING A REGIMEN:

1. Check products for comedogenic ingredients.

2. Check for acne-fighting active ingredients. 

3. Check for product toxicity.
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 I f you’ve shopped for acne products, chances are you’ve heard this word before. Comedo-
genic is the scientific word for pore-clogging ingredients. They can be found in luxury and 
natural brands, even products that market themselves as non-comedogenic. Crazy, right?! 

Not everyone gets clogs from these ingredients, but if you have acne, your skin is way 
more sensitive to them. Here is an example of what comedogenic breakouts look like:

Comedogenic acne generally appears as small white bumps clustered together in various 
areas of the face. These pore-clogging ingredients are not responsible for deeper, red, or 
cystic acne. Those type of breakouts are a result of high androgen hormones in the body 
triggered by certain diet and lifestyle factors that trigger hormonal imbalance.

Check for Comedogenic Ingredients
STEP NO. 01:

 It is so important to attentively check all your products for comedogenic ingredients if you 
have acne. It does not matter how great the branding is, how clean the product seems to 
be, whether it is natural, organic, or highly recommended – it can still clog the heck out of 
your skin even from just one use.
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 I frequently see this kind of acne in my clinic after a client has used a new mask, sampled a 
new product, or used a friend’s sunscreen – once! It generally takes about three treatments 
of intense extractions to remove them. It is not worth it.

As mentioned, many natural and organic products are also common culprits for come-
dogenic acne. Most natural ingredients are non-toxic (hooray!), but they are also 
comedogenic (oh no!). They often use many carrier oils that are trouble for acne-prone 
skin, like coconut oil, olive oil, sweet almond oil, avocado oil, and soybean oil. 

The main reason I created the Skin Nutritious skincare line has been to create non-toxic 
and 100% non-comedogenic products specifically for acne-prone skin. I encourage you to 
check your skincare ingredients against the comedogenic list enclosed. Or know you can 
safely shop the entire Skin Nutritious Line without worry.
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1. Get a list of your skincare (full brand + product name) into a word document. 

2. Search for a list of the ingredients online. Copy and paste this into your word document. 

3. Print out your list of ingredients and highlight the comedogenic ingredients.

4. Gift your comedogenic products to friends and family who don't have acne or donate to  
    a local homeless shelter.

5. Replace any products that contain comedogenic ingredients with acne-safe, non-come 

    dogenic skincare instead. For my acne-safe products, shop  www.skinutritious.com.

Ingredients List

DRUGSTORE BRAND FACIAL MOISTURIZER

Example:
INGREDIENTS: 

Water Squalane

Glyceryl Stearate

Phenoxyethanol

Methylparaben

Beeswax

Apricot Kernel Oil

Glycerin

Butylene Glycol

Sorbitan Oleate

Propylparaben

Myristyl Alcohol

Tocopherol

Peg-100 Stearate

Triethanolamine

Carbomer

Stearic Acid

Sweet Almond Oil

Avocado Oil
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My Products

NAME:

NAME:

INGREDIENTS: 

INGREDIENTS: 
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When I first started my practice I didn’t 
plan on recommending skincare to my 
clients. I believe acne is best resolved by 
avoiding hormonally triggering dietary + 
lifestyle factors. However, I found out the 
importance of offering non-comedogenic 
and supportive skincare as my clients 
journeyed towards their internal skin 
health. 

My clients were open to changing their 
diet, but one bad slip-up could bring their 
breakouts back full force. They sometimes 
became disheartened by those mistakes 
and felt that natural healing was too hard.  
They needed a little loving support along 
the way.

When I brought in skincare to my practice, 
it didn’t take away the need for diet and 
lifestyle changes. But it did support my 
clients through the ups and downs of 
applying those changes in their everyday 

1. Acid Exfoliants (AHAs and BHAs)

 • Mandelic Acid

 • Salicylic Acid

 • Glycolic Acid

 • Lactic Acid

2. Benzoyl Peroxide

3. Vitamin A derivatives

Each of these has pros and cons. 

Here are the breakdown and per-

centages for each product that I 

recommend.

lives. I highly recommend people use 
skincare as a supplement to support their 
Clear Skin Lifestyle. It helps them rebound 
quicker, resolve their breakouts sooner, 
and fade pigmentation faster. 

There are so many products on the market 
that appear to help with breakouts, but 
finding a product that makes a difference 
is harder than you may think. Many ingre-
dients are great for general health and 
hydration of our skin, such as aloe vera, 
jojoba, honey, and essential oils. But for 
an ingredient to be effective in fighting 
breakouts, it must be able to travel deep 
inside the pore and exfoliate from within. 

The list of ingredients that do this exfo-
liating work in a deep way for acne is 
very short. Please be sure to check your 
regimen to see if you have products that 
are fighting acne.

Check for Acne-Fighting Ingredients
STEP NO. 02:

ACNE-FIGHTING INGREDIENTS
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ACID OR CHEMICAL-BASED EXFOLIANTS ARE THE BEST WAY TO EXFOLIATE THE PORE 
AND CLEAR BREAKOUTS. GENERALLY, THESE MUST BE AT 5% OR HIGHER AND USED 1-2 
TIMES DAILY TO BE EFFECTIVE ON BREAKOUTS. TOO MUCH USE CAN CAUSE THE SKIN 
TO BE OVER-EXFOLIATED AND START FLAKING. 

Derived from sweet almonds, this acid is very popular and gentle to use in acne treatment. 
This is my favorite acid to use, the “Goldilocks” of acids – not too strong, not too light, 
it’s just right. I have great results using my Pure Mandelic Exfoliant with 10% AHA in a 
hydrating aloe vera base.

This is the most popular acid on the acne market, the reason for which is different than 
you may think. Though all acids are effective on exfoliating the pore, the FDA has only 
approved salicylic acid, benzoyl peroxide, and sulfur to be marketed in over-the-counter 
products as effective against acne. As a result, many lines use 0.5-2%, which is not effective 
in fighting breakouts, but it is effective in marketing to the acne community. 

A secondary and more problematic issue with salicylic acid is that because of its composi-
tion as a beta-hydroxy-acid, it must be stabilized in alcohol. If you have ever experienced 
dry skin from salicylic acid it is not the acid itself, but from its alcoholic base. I like to use 
salicylic acid occasionally in the treatment room, but I do not recommend it for everyday 
use.

This is the smallest molecular acid structure and does the deepest dive into the skin. This is 
not necessarily a good thing though as it has a higher likelihood of causing skin sensitivity, 
rashes, or even dermatitis. Because of the high likelihood of these potential side effects, 
this is my least favorite acid to use.

Acid Exfoliants (AHAs and BHAs)

MANDELIC ACID (AHA) 

SALICYLIC ACID (BHA) 

GLYCOLIC ACID (AHA) 
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RECOMMENDED AT 2.5-10% (I PREFER 5%) . THIS HAS BEEN A STAPLE IN ACNE 
SKINCARE FOR A LONG TIME AND FOR GOOD REASON – IT IS VERY EFFECTIVE. I WAS 
SURPRISED TO FIND IT ONLY RATES A 3 OUT OF 10 ON THE ENVIRONMENTAL WORKING 
GROUP’S TOXICITY SCALE, SURPRISINGLY LOW. THIS IS A MODERN MEDICINE MEETING 
US IN OUR MODERN LIFESTYLE. IT IS THE MOST EFFECTIVE INGREDIENT IN KEEPING 
BREAKOUTS AT BAY THAT ARE CONSTANTLY TRIGGERED BY DIET + LIFESTYLE CHAL-
LENGES IN OUR SOCIETY.

THERE ARE MANY VARIETIES OF VITAMIN A SKINCARE PRODUCTS SUCH AS SERUMS 
WITH RETINYL PROPIONATE UP TO TRETINOIN AND RETIN-A PRESCRIPTIONS. VITAMIN 
A CAN WORK WELL ON ACNE, HOWEVER, IT HAS THE DOWNSIDE OF ONLY BEING ABLE 
TO BE USED AT NIGHT. PRESCRIPTION VITAMIN A PRODUCTS ARE ALSO OFTEN TOO 
STRONG. BE ESPECIALLY WARY OF RETIN-A CREAM AS IT CONTAINS COMEDOGENIC 
INGREDIENT ISOPROPYL MYRISTATE. 

A cocktail of active products is better than using one active ingredient over and over again. 
With a variety of ingredients, the same task of exfoliation is being accomplished but from 
varying angles, making your regimen more effective. 

I have tried many combinations and have found mandelic acid plus  
benzoyl peroxide used together daily to be the most effective.

My Clear Skin Kit contains both the Pure Mandelic Exfoliant (10% mandelic in aloe vera gel 
base) and the Acne Clearing Treatment (5% benzoyl in aloe vera + allantoin base) along 
with a gentle Nourishing Aloe Cleanser and Wild Fruit Moisturizer. It is highly effective 
without over-exfoliating acne-prone skin. The kit also comes with a 32 page Clear Skin 
Lifestyle book highlighting the main internal triggers that cause hormonal imbalance and 
acne. If you are interested, you can find the kit here:  

https://skinutritious.com/collections/starter-kits/products/clear-skin-kit

Note: if you happen to be in the <1% of the population with an allergy to benzoyl 

peroxide or simply prefer not to use it, I recommend using the Vitamin A + B3 Exfoliant 

instead. In my experience, it is not as effective, but a good alternative if the Acne 

Clearing Treatment is not an option for you.

Benzoyl Peroxide

Vitamin A Derivatives
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1. Gather your skincare products.

2. Check the list of ingredients on the bottle or online.

3. Look for the acne active ingredients and their percentages. Use the chart below to see if  

    your skincare is helping fight breakouts.

4. Pick two of the above ingredients to be in your skincare line. See the next page for an    

    example regimen of what I recommend to include.

Acne-Fighting Ingredients Check

INGREDIENTS:

My recommendation is 10% mandelic acid in a hydrating base such as aloe vera.

My recommendation is 5% in a healthy, non-toxic base with hydrating ingredients 
like aloe vera and allantoin. 

I only recommend this if the above two products are not an option. Vitamin A can 
only be used at night and is not as strong. If coming from a dermatologist, it is 
often too stripping.

ACID EXFOLIANTS @ 5-10% 

BENZOYL PEROXIDE @ 2.5-10% 

VITAMIN A DERIVATES @ 2%
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This recommended starter routine covers all the bases of deep cleansing plus hydration 

while exfoliating inside the pores and preventing breakouts. 

NOURISHING ALOE CLEANSER

wash, rinse, and pat dry

WILD FRUIT MOISTURIZER

apply a thin layer

PURE MANDELIC EXFOLIANT

apply a thin layer, let dry 1-2 mins.

SPF 30

apply a thin layer

1

3

2

4

AM

Clear Skin Ritual 1
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NOURISHING ALOE CLEANSER

wash, rinse, and pat dry

WILD FRUIT MOISTURIZER   

apply a thin layer

ACNE CLEARING TREATMENT*

Day 1-7: apply a thin layer, wash 
off with cleanser after 10 mins.

Day 8+: apply a thin layer, leave 
on skin and let dry 1-2 mins.

*Please note: this product may 

cause fabric bleaching. Use 

caution.

PM

notes:

1

3

2

Need to buy:
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There is currently a beautiful movement towards a healthier, non-toxic lifestyle. And I am so 
in support of this! In increasing numbers, people are applying this desire to their skincare 
products as well. Non-toxicity is a crucial component of holistic skincare. It means not using 
substances topically that create damage internally. I believe that what goes into our body 

(i.e. our diet and lifestyle) is the most important, as well as what goes on top of our skin. 

When creating my holistic skincare line, I checked every ingredient for toxicity levels by ref-
erencing Environmental Working Group’s website www.ewg.org/skindeep. EWG has rated 
ingredients on a toxicity scale of 0-10 (no toxicity being 0) based on available scientific 
research. I needed to feel good about what I was promoting and personally using on my 
skin. 

My formulations in the Skin Nutritious line average a rating between 0-2, which is all in 
the green “good” range of low toxicity. You can check your products and ingredients by 

visiting their website too.

Check for Non-Toxicity
STEP NO. 03:
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1. Gather your skincare products. 

2. Visit www.ewg.org/skindeep to check your skincare for toxicity ratings. 

3. If your skincare does not appear, check the individual ingredients for toxicity levels.

4. Consider tossing out your toxic products. Replace with skincare from the Skin Nutritious  

     line or check other products for toxicity and comedogenicity. 

Non-Toxicity Check

PRODUCTS I OWN: PRODUCTS I NEED TO BUY:

notes:
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 I  hope this helps inform you to make more conscious choices in yourskin 

  care. Remember that acne is mostly a result of hormonal imbalance from 

our modern-day diet and lifestyle. Skincare will help and ultimately it is most 

important to address the internal hormonal triggers that your body is pointing to. 

Each of my Clear Skin Kits comes with a quick guide on internal changes for clear 

skin and you can read my blog for more free information. 

https://skinutritious.com/collections/starter-kits/products/clear-skin-kit

If you desire more assistance, I offer a one-on-one Virtual Acne Consult. I do an 

in-depth dive into your unique skin triggers, providing individualized goals and a 

custom regimen specifically for you. For more information, please visit:

https://skinutritious.com/pages/services.

Wishing you happiness, freedom, and clear skin,

Elise M ay


